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ABSTRACT:WSN is sensitive to attacks as it is resource constrained. Network scalability is one of the concerns with
respect to-secure key management schemes. Recently Bechkit et al. proposed a key pre-distribution scheme for WSN
which is scalable and provides secure connectivity among nodes in WSN. They used unital design theory for key predistribution. Network connectivity, network resiliency, network scalability and storage overhead were the parameters
used for the experiments. Influenced by those techniques, in this paper we build a prototype application, a custom
simulator that demonstrates the proof of concept. The simulation involves the transmission mechanisms at sender,
receiver besides the communication visualization as part of routing process. We made experiments with simulations.
Our empirical study reveals that the proposed application is able to demonstrate the secure key pre-distribution process.
In future it can be used to implement key pre-distribution scheme in the real world WSN applications.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, WSNs became popular as they are widely used
in critical applications in various fields such as industries,
healthcare, military and other civilian applications.
Security in WSN plays an important role as they are
sensitive to attacks. Secure key management is the corner
stone of such applications where authentication is required
for securing communications in WSN. As WSNs lack
infrastructure, third party help can be taken for secure predistribution of keys. Many researchers focused in this area
[12], [10], [9], [7], [4], [2], and [1]. Before looking at
these researches for securing WSN communications, a
typical WSN is presented in Figure 1. As can be seen,
wireless sensor network is a collection of sensor nodes
which can sense data about targets. The sensor nodes
sense the unknown object data and send to sink node. The
sink node can be accessed by authorized users through
Internet. In fact the sink node can be queried in order to
monitor the area under coverage of WSN.

Fig. 1 – Typical wireless sensor network
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In spite of many solutions on key pre-distribution, the
existing solutions focused on network size and they suffer
limited scalability and degraded performance. Recently
Bechkit et al. [25] presented a scalable key pre-distribution
scheme that makes use of unital design which maps unital
design to key pre-distribution. They also explored unital –
based key pre-distribution mechanism. In this paper we
implement a key-distribution scheme influenced by the
work in [25]. We build a custom simulator, a prototype
network application that demonstrates the proof of
concept. The application simulates the sender, receiver and
the routing process besides key pre-distribution in scalable
fashion. Our empirical results reveal that the scheme is
capable of security WSN communications. The remainder
of this paper is structured as follows. Section II provides
review of literature on key pre-distribution mechanisms
while section III bestows the proposed scheme in this
paper. Section IV presents experimental results while
section V concludes the paper.
II.
RELATED WORK
In the literature many studies were found on key
management problems in WSN [15], [14]. All the
symmetric key management schemes for WSN are
classified into two types namely probabilistic schemes and
deterministic schemes. A direct secure key link is
established between neighboring nodes in deterministic
schemes while such secure connectivity is not guaranteed
in probabilistic schemes. As can be seen in Figure 2, it is
evident that there are many researches that belong to
probabilistic schemes such as random key pre-distribution
[5], [4], 3], [2], trade based key pre-distribution scheme as
explored in [8], grid-based schemes for group based WSN
[7], and random polynomial pre-distribution [6].
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Figure 3 – Modules involved in the proposed system
These modules perform the corresponding work and the
Figure 2 – Summary of key management schemes for
while WSN communications are secured in scalable
WSN [25]
fashion. Figure 4 shows the flow at various stages of the
Out of all these schemes the trade based key pre- simulation application.
distribution is one of the design-based schemes available.
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There are three deterministic schemes found in the
literature. They are master key based schemes as explored
IP Address
in [9], SBIBD key pre-distribution as discussed in [10] and
IP Address
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third party based schemes as presented in [11]. The
random scheme assumes the knowledge of deployments.
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In the scheme explored in [6] bivariate polynomials are
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pre-loaded as keys.
III.

PROPOSED KEY PRE-DISTRIBUTION
SCHEME
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are increasingly used in
critical applications within several fields including
military, medical and industrial sectors. Given the
sensitivity of these applications, sophisticated security
services are required. Key management is a corner stone
for many security services such as confidentiality and
authentication
which
are required to secure
communications in WSNs. The establishment of secure
links between nodes is then a challenging problem in
WSNs. Because of resource limitations, symmetric key
establishment is one of the most suitable paradigms for
securing exchanges in WSNs. On the other hand, because
of the lack of infrastructure in WSNs, we have usually no
trusted third party which can attribute pair wise secret keys
to neighboring nodes, that is why most existing solutions
are based on key pre-distribution. The aim of the paper is
to tackle the scalability issue without degrading the other
network performance metrics. The mechanisms used for
key pre-distribution scheme were taken from [25] where
more details can be found.
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Figure 4 – Flow of the application showing source, router
and destination
As can be seen in Figure 4, the proposed application has
three parts that are used in simulations. The source node
activities, destination node simulations and routing
simulations are presented. This application demonstrates
the proof of concept.

As can be seen in Figure 3, it is evident that the proposed
IV.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
application has modules such as node deployment, key Experiments are made using a prototype application, a
generation, key distribution, data transmission, key custom simulator that demonstrates the proof of concept.
verification and receiving and energy computation.
The environment used to build the application is a PC with
4 GB RAM, core 2 dual processor running Windows 7
Copyright to IJARCCE
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operating system. The application development
environment is Visual Studio 2012 with .NET framework
version 4.x. WinForms in C# is used to build user
interface for simulations.

As can be seen in Figure 4, the router simulates
communication process. From source to destination data is
transferred and the same is shown graphically. The key
verification is also involved in the process of simulation
for security reasons. The key-distribution and verification
schemes are built in such a way that they are scalable in
nature.

Figure 2 – Key generation and pre-key distribution
As can be seen in Figure 2, it is evident that the topology
of WSN is created with given number of nodes and
Figure 5 – Successful communication
number of blocks. It also generates key and pre-distributes
As
can
be
seen
in Figure 5, it is evident that the simulation
it. Initially the router simulation is empty and once the
completes
with
successful communication. The same is
communication is started from a node, the router simulates
simulated
in
router
simulation. The communication
the communication process in a secure fashion.
mechanism involves key verification and the successful
communication results in getting the data sent by the
sender node.
V.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we study the security problems in WSN.
Especially we focus on the key pre-distribution
mechanisms that are used in securing WSN
communications. From the literature review it is
understood that all symmetric key management schemes
are classified into probabilistic and deterministic schemes.
Recently Bechkit et al. [25] presented a scalable key predistribution scheme that makes use of unital design which
maps unital design to key pre-distribution. In this paper we
implement a key-distribution scheme influenced by the
work in [25]. We build a custom simulator, a prototype
Figure 3 – Simulating router
network application that demonstrates the proof of
As seen in Figure 3, the router has no simulations initially.
concept. The application simulates the sender, receiver and
Once a node sends communication to destination, then the
the routing process besides key pre-distribution in scalable
simulation starts. Figure 3 shows how the data is
fashion. Our empirical results reveal that the scheme is
transferred from one node to another node.
capable of security WSN communications.
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